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Abstract
Each critical value at innity of a polynomial f2C[x; y] is related to at least one branch (at
innity) of a certain polar curve D. After discarding branches of D that give rise to no critical
value, the number of the remaining ones, and hence that of the critical values of f, is bounded
in terms of the base points of the pencil f(x; y)= . c© 1999 Elsevier Science B.V. All rights
reserved.
MSC: 14B05
1. Critical values and a polar curve
Let f2C[X; Y ] be a polynomial of degree d. Write F =X d0 f(X1=X0; X2=X0) and
consider the pencil P of the projective curves
C :F= F + X d0 = 0
for = =2C[f1g: the curves C are the projective closures of the ane curves
f(X; Y )+=0 for  6=1 and C1 is just the improper line E :X0 = 0 counted d times.
We will denote by O1; : : : ; ON the base points of P. All of them lie on the improper
line and, after a suitable linear change of the variables X; Y if needed, we will assume
in the sequel that F(0; 0; 1) 6=0 and hence no one of the Oi is the point [0; 0; 1], the
improper point of the Y -axis. We may thus write Oi= [0; 1; ai]; i=1; : : : ; N .
A complex number 0 is called a critical value of f at innity if and only if, for
some i, the family of germs of curve (C; Oi) is not topologically trivial near = 0.
By Le{Ramanujam’s -constant theorem [7] this is equivalent to say that, for some
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i, Oi(C0 )>Oi(C) for  in some neighbourhood of 0, O standing for the Milnor
number of the germ at O.
All curves C,  6=1, have the same (projective) polar curve D relative to the point
P=[0; 0; 1], as, by denition, D has equation @F=@X2=@F=@X2=0. Since F(0; 0; 1) 6=0,
it is clear that D has not the improper line as a component. Fix one of the base points
Oi=O of P, take x=X0=X1 and y=X2=X1−ai as local coordinates at O, so that
E is the y-axis, and g= F(x; 1; y) + xd=0 is a local equation of C. Then, for
 6=1; @g=@y is a local equation of D at O and so D can be also viewed as a (local)
polar of C relative to the direction of the improper line.
As it is well known ([12, 5.5, ex. 2], for instance), still for  6=1,
[C D]O = [C E]O − 1 + O(C);
where []O stands for intersection multiplicity at O. Since [C E]O =ordyg(0; y) does
not depend on , we have:
Lemma 1.1. A complex number 0 is a critical value at innity if and only if; for
some i; [C0 D]Oi>[C D]Oi for all  in a neighbourhood of 0.
Fix a branch  of D with origin at O. As noticed above,  cannot be the germ of
E and so we may assume that it has a (Puiseux) parameterization x= x(t), y=y(t),
x(t) being not identically zero. Since
[C  ] = ordt(g0(x(t); y(t)) + x(t)d);
= =, there is a well determined  2C[f1g so that [C  ] is constant and
[C  ]< [C  ] for  6= . Thus, from Lemma 1.1 we get
Lemma 1.2. A complex number  is a critical value of f at innity if and only if
=  for some branch  of D with origin at one of the points Oi.
In particular the number of branches of D with origin at one of the points Oi provides
a rather naive bound for the number of critical values of f at innity which in turn
may be bounded by
P
i [D E]Oi =d− N . We will see in the sequel that many of the
branches  do not give rise to a critical value because =1. This is indeed the case
for all branches  if one of the curves C;  6=1, is unibranched at innity, since
then, as proved by Moh [11] and Ephraim [5], there are no critical values at all.
2. Polar quotients
For each branch  of D with origin at one of the points Oi, we dene a polar
quotient of f at innity as being the rational number
=
[C  ]
[E  ] ;  6= ;
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as we know from Section 1 that it does not depend on . Equivalently, all but nitely
many of the curves C have the same polar quotients at their improper points and
relative to the (non-necessarily transverse) polar D: these are by denition the polar
quotients of f at innity.
Since C1 is the improper line counted d times, by the own denition of ,
[C  ]  d[E  ]
for all  6= , and the equality holds if and only if  6=1. Then, using Lemma 1.2
and the denition of the polar quotients of f at innity, we get
Proposition 2.1. For any polar quotient of f at innity ;   d and the equality
holds if and only if  is a critical value of f at innity.
There are two easy consequences, the latter one being already well known (cf.
[8, 9]):
Corollary 2.2. A polynomial f has no critical values at innity if and only if no one
of its polar quotients at innity equals its degree.
Corollary 2.3. Fix any 2C. The polynomial f has no critical values at innity if
and only if all polar quotients of C at its improper points and relative to D are
strictly less than d.
Proof. The if part is clear from Corollary 2.2, as the polar quotients of C are non-less
than the corresponding ones of f. Conversely, one has =1 for all  by Lemma 1.2,
and hence [C  ]< d[E  ] as wanted.
In the sequel we will use a decomposition of the germs of D, similar to those in [6,
10], in order to discard branches  of D with <d. Then we will bound the number
of the remaining ones, and hence the number of critical values at innity, in terms of
the innitely near base points of the pencil P.
3. The clusters of base points of f
From now on we will use the notions of innitely near points, clusters of innitely
near points and related ones as introduced in [2, 3]. Fix a point O on a smooth analytic
surface and take local coordinates fx; yg at O. For any point p equal or innitely near
to O, we denote by ~p the germ at p of the strict transform of the curve or germ of
curve  by the composition of the blowing-ups giving rise to p. We denote by ep()
the multiplicity at p of ~p, usually called the (eective) multiplicity of  at p. The
point p is said to be a non-singular point of  if and only if it is simple on  (i.e.,
ep()= 1) and  contains no satellite point equal or innitely near to p.
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We will say that a germ  at O goes sharply through the weighted cluster K if
 goes through K with eective multiplicities equal to the virtual ones and has no
singular points outside of K.
Let L= f : g1(x; y) + g2(x; y)= 0 j = =2C[f1gg be a pencil of germs of
curve at O with no xed part (g1; g2 non-invertible germs of analytic function at O
with no common factor). As it is clear, all germs in L but at most one have the same
multiplicity e= minford g1; ord g2g: we call it the multiplicity of L. Then we dene
the weighted cluster of base points of L, BP(L), as follows:
(1) Take the origin O with virtual multiplicity equal to the multiplicity e of L.
(2) Let gi be the inverse image of gi by blowing up O and E the exceptional
divisor. If there are no points p2E so that z−eg1 (p)= z−eg2 (p)= 0, z a local equa-
tion of E, the denition ends. Otherwise, at each one of these points take the pencil
Lp= fz−eg2 + z−eg2 = 0g and repeat the procedure.
Obviously the denition comes to an end because the intersection multiplicity of two
dierent germs in the pencil drops after each blowing up. The basic fact about BP(L)
is
Proposition 3.1. All but nitely many of the germs in L go sharply through BP(L);
and hence they are reduced and have the same equisingularity type.
Proof. If p2BP(L) let us call p the composition of the blowing ups giving rise to
p, and Fp= −1p (O) its exceptional divisor (FO = ;). Then for each p2BP(L) discard
all values of  whose corresponding germ in Lp has either multiplicity bigger than
the multiplicity of Lp, or a variable tangent coincident with a xed one, or a multiple
variable tangent, or a variable tangent that is tangent to Fp. Then  goes sharply
through BP(L) for all remaining values of .
Now, back to consider the polynomial f and the pencil of projective curves P it
gives rise to, we denote by Ki the cluster of base points of the germs at Oi of the
curves in P, i=1; : : : ; N . The clusters Ki will be called the clusters of base points of
f for short.
4. E-free and E-satellite points
As above, denote by O one of the points Oi, i=1; : : : ; N and by K=(K; ) the
cluster of base points of f with origin at O. If p is a point innitely near to O,
p 6=O, we write Ep for the germ at p of −1p (E), p the composition of the blowing-
ups giving rise to p. EO denotes just the germ of E at O.
Our bound of the number of critical values at innity will be given in terms of the
following combinatorial data about each weighted cluster of base points of f: (1) The
tree structure of K ; (2) The virtual multiplicities fpgp2K ; (3) The proximity relations
between points of K and (4) The points of K lying on E. All of them may be read
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from an Enriques diagram on which the points lying on E have been indicated. In this
section we introduce some notations and numerical invariants depending on them.
Assume now that p is equal or innitely near to O: it is called E-free if Ep is
smooth. Otherwise, p is called an E-satellite point. It is worth recalling that the usual
(i.e., not relative to E) notions of free and satellite points are dened similarly but
using the exceptional divisor −1p (O) instead of 
−1
p (E). The reader may easily check
that p is E-free if and only if either p=O or p is a free point that does not belong
to E.
Let p be an E-free point and p0 a point innitely near to p and with no E-free
points between p and p0. If p0 is E-free, then we will say that it is a point E-next p.
If p0 is E-satellite, it will be called an E-satellite of p.
Remark 4.1. Let q2K be a point innitely near to O. Once the multiplicity at q
of an irreducible germ  with a free point in the rst neighbourhood of q has been
determined, the multiplicities of  at the previous points are inductively determined.
Indeed, no point preceding q has a proximate point on  after q, hence for any point
p preceding q
ep()=
X
p0q
p0proximatetop
ep0()
by the proximity equalities ([2, 1.4.1], for instance).
Next we will show a couple of facts about irreducible germs that will be useful in
the sequel:
Lemma 4.2. Let q be a point innitely near to O. For any two irreducible germs ; 0
going through q and having a free point in its rst neighbourhood and any point p
preceding q;
eq()
eq(0)
=
ep()
ep(0)
:
Proof. Applying Remark 4.1 to ; 0, the claim follows by reverse induction on the
order of the neighbourhood p is belonging to.
Lemma 4.3. Let  be any germ going sharply through K and let p be an E-free
point on . There are rational numbers r; r0; r0>0 so that for any irreducible germ
 through p;
[  ]
[ E] = r + r
0 [ ~p  ~p]
[ ~p Ep]
:
Proof. Just use Noether’s formula ([2, 1.3.1], for instance) to compute intersection
multiplicities and apply Lemma 4.2.
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Let p2K be an E-free point, we dene the set RpK of extremal satellites of p
in the following way: a point q2K equal to p or E-satellite of p belongs to Rp if
(q)= q −
X
p0
p0>0 ;
the summation running on the points p0 2K that are E-satellite of p and proximate
to q.
Remark 4.4. Let  be any germ going sharply through K. Note that the above (q)
may be computed as
(q)=
X

eq();
where  ranges over the set of branches of  with an E-free point in the rst neigh-
bourhood of q. In particular, using the proximity equality at q, q2Rp if and only if 
has a point E-next p in the rst neighbourhood of q.
Let p2K be an E-free point and let  be any germ going sharply through K. For
each q2Rp, let us denote by q any xed branch through q whose point in the rst
neighbourhood of q is E-free and does not belong to .
Dene
I(q)=
[  q]
[E  q] :
Lemma 4.5. The number I(q) depends neither on the germ q nor on the germ 
used to dene it.
Proof. It is enough to use the Noether formula on both the numerator and the denom-
inator of the formula dening I(q) and then apply Lemma 4.2.
Lemma 4.6. Let p2K be an E-free point; q2Rp and  a branch with origin at p
and with an E-free point in the rst neighbourhood of q. Then;
[ Ep]
eq()
is an integer and does not depend on . It will be called n(q).
Proof. From Enriques theorem (see [4, 5.5.1], or [1, III.8.4, Theorem 12]) it follows
that [ Ep]=eq() is an integer and from Lemma 4.2 it follows that this integer does
not depend on .
From now on we choose  6=1;  6=  for any branch  of D with origin at one
of the Oi and so that C goes sharply through all clusters Ki, the whole of these
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conditions clearly excluding nitely many values of . We x O to be one of the Oi,
take K=(K; )=Ki and denote by  the germ at O of C.
Fix an E-free point p2K and take local coordinates x; y at p so that the y-axis is
the germ of −1p (E) at p and the x-axis is not tangent to ~p. Next we will show how
the above notions are related to the Newton polygon of ~p.
Assume that ~p : g=0 where g=
P
ai;jxiyj and denote by N its Newton polygon.
Let  1; : : : ;  k be the sides of N, ordered so that, for each i,  i has ends (i−1; i−1)
and (i; i), and i−1>i. For each one of these sides write

i(z)=
X
(;)2 i
a; z−i ;
which is currently called the equation associated to  i.
Then, as it is well known, the branches of ~p (or the branches of  through p)
correspond to the sides of N so that the branches corresponding to the side  i have a
Puiseux series
y= bxmi=ni +    (4.1)
−ni=mi being the slope of  i (mi=ni1, since by hypothesis there are no branches of
~p tangent to the x-axis) and b a root of 
i. Furthermore, for any side of N and any
root b of its associated equation, there is at least one such branch. Assume that  is
a branch of  whose strict transform has the Puiseux series (4.1) above and let p0 be
the point on  E-next p. It follows from an easy computation using [2, 10.2], that p0
is a non-singular point of  if and only if b is a simple root of 
i. In the sequel we
will assume that gcd(ni; mi)= 1.
By the Enriques theorem, all irreducible germs  with origin at p and Puiseux series
y= axmi=ni +    ;
a 6=0, and so in particular all branches corresponding to  i, go through the same se-
quence of E-satellite points of p, the last of which will be denoted by qi. (If mi=ni=1,
then i= k, the sequence is empty and we take qk =p.) Furthermore the germ  above
shares a further point (hence a point E-next p) with one of the branches of ~p if and
only if 
i(a)= 0. Now, a direct computation gives n(qi)= ni.
From Remark 4.4 it follows that the extremal satellites of p are one for each side
of N, more precisely Rp= fq1; : : : ; qkg. We will denote pi;j; j=1; : : : ; li the points
E-next p on  in the rst neighbourhood of qi.
Lemma 4.7. For i=1; : : : ; k; n(qi)(qi)= i−1 − i.
Proof. For each i=1; : : : ; k, let (i)1 ; : : : ; 
(i)
li be the branches of  through qi with a
free point in the rst neighbourhood of qi. If gi is the product of the equations of all
branches of ~p corresponding to the side  i, then g decomposes into factors g1; : : : ; gk
and the Newton polygon of gi has as single side a translated of  i [13]. In particular,
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degygi= i−1 − i while
gi=
liY
j= 1
(ydjni − ajxdjmi +   )
(i)j :y
djni−ajxdjmi +    =0 are the branches of ~p corresponding to  i. Then, eqi((i)j )
= gcd(djni; djmi)=dj and so
liX
j= 1
eqi(
(i)
j )=
liX
j= 1
dj =degygi=ni=(i−1 − i)=ni :
Since, by Remark 4.4, (qi)=
Pli
j= 1 eqi(
(i)
j ) and we have computed n(qi)= ni, the
claim follows.
Let us now compute I(qi) in terms of the Newton polygon of ~p. Let ~qi be a branch
with origin at qi with a free point in its rst neighbourhood and missing all points
E-next p on  in the rst neighbourhood of qi. As noticed above, ~qi has a Puiseux
series
s(x)= axmi=ni +   
with 
i(a) 6=0. An easy computation gives
[ ~p  ~qi ]
[Ep  ~qi ] = i + i
mi
ni
:
Blowing down ~qi , we get a branch qi with origin at O, whose strict transform is ~qi
and, by Lemma 4.3, I(qi)= r + r0(i + imi=ni). In particular, I(q1)<   <I(qk) and
qk is the only point q2Rp giving maximal I(q): it will be denoted s(p) in the sequel.
Remark 4.8. If p2Rp, then qk =p and so s(p)=p.
5. Components of the polar curve
Keep all conventions and notations as above. Denote by  the germ at O of the
polar D.
Next lemma is an easy generalization of [3, 5.1].
Lemma 5.1. Let p be an E-free point on . There are local coordinates x; y at p so
that
(a) x is an equation of Ep;
(b) ~p has equation @g=@y; g being an equation of ~p;
(c) the x-axis is not tangent to ~p.
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Proof. Let us deal with claims (a) and (b) rst. In case p=O they are clear. In case
p being innitely near to O, call p0 the point p is E-next to. Then, it is enough to
use induction assuming both claims true for the point p0 and apply [3, 5.1]. Once (a)
and (b) are proved, tangency to the x-axis is avoided by taking y+ ax, for a suitable
a2C, as a new second coordinate.
Corollary 5.2. If p above is a non-singular point of ; then the polar  does not go
through p.
Proof. If p is non-singular, then ~p is transverse to the exceptional divisor and hence
ordyg=1, from which the claim.
Remark 5.3. For each E-free point p2K , we denote by p the germ composed of all
branches of  that go through p and miss all points E-next p on , each branch taken
with the multiplicity it has in . Since  goes sharply through K, by Corollary 5.2,
=
P
p2K 
p.
Now we will have a look on the Newton polygon N0 of ~p, see [3, Section 4]
for more details. Since ~p has equation @g=@y it is clear that taking derivative moves
the rst k−1 sides  1; : : : ;  k−1 of N one step downwards to give the rst k−1 sides
 01 ; : : : ;  
0
k−1 of N
0. Furthermore the equations 
0i associated to these sides are easily
related to the derivatives of the 
i so that 
0i =RiGi where degGi= lini is the number
of dierent roots of 
i and the roots of Ri are the multiple roots of 
i which in turn
shares no root with Gi.
Let ( ; ) be the lowest point on  k above the -axis and corresponding to a non-
zero coecient a ;  of g, k−1  >0 thus. If k−1> , then the next side  0k of N0
has ends (k−1; k−1 − 1) and ( ;  − 1) and therefore slope −nk=mk . Its associated
equation 
0k still factors 

0
k =RkGk where degGk = lknk − , lknk being the number
of dierent roots of 
k , the roots of Rk are the multiple roots of 
k and 
k shares no
root with Gk .
If k−1 = ,  0k does not exist. In any case if  − 1=0 all sides of N0 have been
described. Otherwise N0 has further sides all of which have slope strictly bigger than
−nk=mk , just because there is no further point (; ) on  k , with >>0 and a; 6=0.
Next we will prove that the polar quotients may be computed directly from the
weighted clusters of base points of f. Let R0p be the set of extremal satellites of p,
Rp, minus p if there is a single E-free point of  in the rst neighbourhood of p,
otherwise R0p=Rp.
Theorem 5.4. Let p be an E-free point; then the set of all polar quotients ; for
 a branch of p; is just fI(q) j q2R0pg. Moreover; if R0p=Rp; then the number of
branches  of p with = I(s(p)) is non-greater than n(s(p))(s(p))− 1.
Proof. Take all conventions and notations as above, in particular Rp= fq1; : : : ; qkg.
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First we will prove that the set of all polar quotients , for  a branch of p, is
fI(q) j q2R0pg.
First we will assume that p=O and we will deal with the branches of O, that is,
the branches of the polar  going through no point pi; j E-next O on .
If  corresponds to a side  0i , 1  i<k, then it goes through qi while by hypothesis
it does not go through any pi;j. Hence, one may take qi =  after which I(qi)= [ 
]=[E  ] = , while since i<k, qi 2R0O, as wanted.
Conversely, if i<k, still qi 2R0O, degGi= lini>0 and so there is at least one branch
 of O through qi, the equality I(qi)= [  ]=[E  ] being true for  as above.
By the denition of R0O, qk =2R0O if and only if qk =O and there is a single point
E-next O on  in the rst neighbourhood of O, this is, if and only if mk = nk =1
and lk =1. In such a case, the equation associated to the side  k has the form

k = ak−1 ;k−1 (z − b)k−1 , which forces =1 and degGk =0. Therefore there are no
branches of O other than those corresponding to  01 ; : : : ;  
0
k−1.
Otherwise, qk 2R0O and so either nk>1 or lk>1; thus lknk>1 and therefore either
degGk>0 or >1. In both cases there exists at least one branch of O corresponding
to a side of N0 beyond (k−1; k−1). Branches  of O corresponding to  0k have
I(qk)= [  ]=[  E] as in cases i<k. Branches  corresponding to further sides have
Puiseux series s(x)= axm=n +    satisfying m=n>mk=nk ; a direct computation shows
that k = [  ]=[E  ]. We have thus seen that there is at least one branch  of O
corresponding to a side beyond  0k−1 and that any such  has = I(qk).
Now, to complete the proof we will use induction on the number of multiple points
on . Let p be an E-free point and let  be a branch of p. By Lemma 5.1, the strict
transform of  with origin at p is a branch of ~p. By the induction hypothesis applied
to ~p, there is q2R0p and a branch ~q with origin at p, going through q and with an
E-free point not on ~p in the rst neighbourhood of q such that,
[ ~p  ~p]
[Ep  ~p]
=
[ ~p  ~q]
[Ep  ~q] :
Blowing down ~q we get a branch q with origin at O, whose strict transform is ~q
and which may be used to dene I(q).
Using Lemma 4.3, one gets that
[  ]
[E  ] =
[  q]
[E  q] = I(q);
as wanted. To see the converse, let q2R0p. By the induction hypothesis applied to ~p,
there is a branch ~ of ~p missing all points E-next p on  such that
[ ~p  ~]
[Ep  ~] =
[ ~p  ~q]
[Ep  ~q]
where ~q is a branch with origin at p going through q and with an E-free point not
on ~p in the rst neighbourhood of q. The branch ~ is the strict transform of a branch
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 of p that goes through p, and it is enough to repeat the argument above to show
that
[  ]
[E  ] = I(q)
and hence I(q) occurs from a branch  of p, which concludes the proof of the rst
part of the theorem.
Now we claim that branches  of p whose strict transform corresponds to one of
the sides  01; : : : ;  
0
k−1 have  < I(s(p)). Notice that any branch  of 
p goes through
no point p0 E-next p on . Indeed, this is by the denition of p if p0 2K . Otherwise
p0 is non-singular for  because  goes sharply through K and hence Corollary 5.2
applies.
Assume that ~p corresponds to  
0
i ; i<k. Then ~p has Puiseux series
s(x)= axmi=ni +   
with 
i(a) 6=0 just because, as noticed,  goes through no point E-next p on . Then,
= I(qi)= r + r0(i + imi=ni)<I(s(p))= I(qk)= r + r0k , as claimed.
Finally, we will bound the number of branches  of p with = I(s(p)) in case
Rp=R0p. We have just proved that the branches  of 
p giving maximal polar quo-
tient I(s(p)) correspond necessarily to a side of N0 beyond (k−1; k−1 − 1). The
number of these branches is clearly bounded by k−1 − 1 while, by Lemma 4.7,
k−1 = n(s(p))(s(p)), which ends the proof of the theorem.
6. A bound for the number of critical values
Keep the notations of Sections 4 and 5.
Theorem 6.1. Let f(X; Y ) be a polynomial of degree d. Let Ki=(Ki; i); i=1; : : : ; N
be the clusters of base points of f(X; Y ). For each i; let Ti be the set of all E-free
points p2Ki such that I(s(p))=d. Then; the number of critical values of f at
innity is non-greater than
NX
i= 1
X
p2Ti
(n(s(p))(s(p))− 1) :
The reader may notice that the above bound depends only on the clusters Ki and
may be easily computed from weighted Enriques diagrams representing them.
Proof. By Proposition 2.1, the number of critical values is bounded by the number
of branches  of D at an improper point Oi that have =d. By Remark 5.3, each
one of these branches is a branch of p for certain p2K which, by Theorem 5.4
and Proposition 2.1, does belong to Ti and so, the number of critical values of f at
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innity is non-greater than the sum of the number of branches of p, p2 SNi=1Ti,
with =d.
Let p2Ti be an E-free point with I(s(p))=d. We will see that the number of
branches  of p with =d is bounded by n(s(p))(s(p)) − 1. We distinguish two
cases according to R0p 6=Rp or R0p=Rp.
If R0p 6=Rp, let us check that no branch  of p has =d. Since p2RpnR0p, then,
by Remark 4.8, s(p)=p and so for all q2R0p, I(q)<I(s(p))=d. Thus, by Theorem
5.4, all branches  of p have <d, as claimed.
In case R0p=Rp the claim follows directly from Theorem 5.4.
Corollary 6.2. Let f be as in Theorem 6.1. If
NX
i=1
X
p2Ti
(n(s(p))(s(p))− 1)>0 ;
then there is at least one critical value of f at innity.
Proof. Let p2Ti be with n(s(p))(s(p))−1>0. Then, R0p=Rp. Indeed, if p =2R0p, p
has a single E-free point on  in its rst neighbourhood and, by Remark 4.8, s(p)=p
which, using Lemma 6.3 below, forces n(s(p))= (s(p))= 1. Once we know that
R0p=Rp, by Theorem 5.4, there is at least a branch  of 
p with = I(s(p))=d.
Now, the claim follows from Proposition 2.1.
Next lemma shows that certain E-free points do not appear in the summation of
Theorem 6.1.
Lemma 6.3. Let p2K be an E-free point. If there is some free point p0 2K in the
rst neighbourhood of s(p) which either precedes a satellite point in K or has virtual
multiplicity p0>1; then I(s(p))<d.
Proof. First of all notice that the hypothesis forces p0 to be a singular point of , and
hence 
k to have a multiple root b. This implies  6= k−1, otherwise

k = ak−1 ; k−1z
k−1 + ak ;0
which obviously has no multiple root. The side  0k of N
0 actually exists and gives rise
to at least a branch 0 of  through p whose strict transform ~0p has Puiseux series
s0(x)= bxmk=nk +   
with 
k(b)= 0. Thus, [ ~p  ~0p]=[Ep  ~0p]>k and so we get in this case d0>r+r0k .
In order to compute I(s(p)) consider a branch  going through s(p) and missing
all points E-next p on . So, a Puiseux series of ~p has the form
s(x)= axmk=nk +   
with 
k(a) 6=0. Thus, I(s(p))= r + r0k<0d, as wanted.
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Example 6.4. Let f(X; Y )=Y 2k(X + Y )2 + (X + Y )Y , k>1.
The base points of P are O1 = [0; 1; 0] and O2 = [0; 1;−1]. The cluster of base points
of f with origin at O1,K1 = (K1; 1), consists of O1 and points p1; : : : ; p2k−1 proximate
to O1 in successive neighbourhoods and with multiplicities 1O1 = 2k, 
1
p1 = 2, 
1
pi =1 for
2 i 2k−1. The only E-free points ofK1 are O1 and p1. Since s(O1)=O1 and p1, in
the rst neighbourhood of O1, has 1p1 = 2 then, by Lemma 6.3, I(s(O1))<d=2k +2.
For p1, one easily checks that s(p1)=p1, I(s(p1))= 2k +2 and so T1 = fp1g. Since
(p1)= 1, n(p1)= 1 n(p1)(p1)−1=0, there are no branches of the polar D with
origin at O1 giving polar quotient equal to 2k + 2 and so all are discarded.
The cluster of base points of f with origin at O2, K2 = (K2; 2), consists of O2
and E-free points q1; : : : ; qk in successive neighbourhoods with multiplicities 2O2 = 2,
2qi =2, i=1; : : : ; k. By Lemma 6.3 again, it is enough to compute I(s(qk)). It is
easy to check that s(qk)= qk , I(s(qk))= 2k + 2 and so T2 = fqkg. Since, (qk)= 2,
n(qk)= 1; (qk)n(qk)− 1=1.
Hence, the number of critical values of f at innity is non-greater than one. By
Corollary 6.2, the number of critical values is just one. A straightforward computation
shows that this only critical value is =0.
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